Establishment of normative MRI standards for the paediatric skeleton to better outline pathology
























































‘Nothing is wonderful except in the abnormal,  
and nothing is abnormal until we have grasped the norm.’ 
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ADC! ! ! Apparent!diffusion!coefficient! !
ANOVA! ! Analyses!of!variance!
BMO! ! ! Bone!marrow!oedema!
CMC! ! ! CarpoDmetacarpal!
CT! ! ! Computer!tomography!
DW! ! ! Diffusion!weighted!!
DWI! ! ! Diffusion!weighted!imaging!
DWIBS! ! Diffusion!weighted!imaging!with!body!background!suppression!
EPI! ! ! Echo!planar!imaging!
ERA! ! ! Enthesitis!related!arthritis!
FSE! ! ! Fast!spin!echo!
GOS! ! ! Great!Ormond!street!hospital!
HeC! ! ! HealthDeDChild!study!
HeCC! ! ! HealthDeDchild!cohort!
ILAR! ! ! International!league!of!associations!for!rheumatology!
JIA! ! ! Juvenile!idiopathic!arthritis!
MRI! ! ! Magnetic!resonance!imaging!
MR!!! ! ! Magnetic!resonance!!
NEM! ! ! Hopital!Necker!enfants!malades!
NSA! ! ! Number!of!signal!averages!
OMERACT! ! Outcome!measures!in!rheumatoid!arthritis!!
OPG! ! ! Ospedale!Bambino!Gesu!
PET! ! ! Positron!emission!tomography!
RA! ! ! Rheumatoid!arthritis!
RAMRIS! ! Rheumatoid!Arthritis!Magnetic!Resonance!Imaging!Studies!
RF! ! ! Rheumatoid!factor!
RM! ! ! RadioDmetacarpal!length!
! 9!
STIR! ! ! Short!tau!inversion!recovery!
T1w! ! ! T1D!weighted!
T2w! ! ! T2D!weighted!
TC! ! ! Tromsø!cohort!
TCd! ! ! Tromsø!cohortD!DWIBS!
TCw! ! ! Tromsø!cohort!Dwrist!
US! ! ! Ultrasonography!



















disorders.! After! Wilhelm! Conrad! Röntgen’s! discovery! of! the! ‘XDrays’! in! 1895,! the!
skeleton,! and! in! fact! the! wrist,! was! the! first! body! part! to! be! examined.! Conventional!
radiography!is!still!the!most!commonly!used!modality,!but!additional!techniques!such!as!
computed!tomography!(CT),!ultrasonography,!nuclear!medicine!and!magnetic!resonance!
imaging! (MRI)! may! add! important! information.! MRI! in! particular,! has! become! a!
frequently! used! modality! in! the! routine! diagnosis! of! many! skeletal! diseases,! and! the!
technique!is!still!undergoing!important!improvements!and!developments![1,!2].!MRI!has!
particular! advantages! in! that! it! is! nonDinvasive,! using! nonDionising! radiation,! and! has!
excellent!softDtissue!contrast!resolution!and!discrimination!in!any!chosen!imaging!plane.!
MRI!can!provide!both!morphological!and!functional!information.!The!resultant!MR!image!






Children! are! not! small! adults! and! the! knowledge! of! normal! paediatric! anatomy! and!




alteration! of! bone! marrow! composition! with! time.! ! In! the! enchondral! ossification!




the! normal! boneDmarrow! conversion! [5].! Therefore! the! imaging! techniques! and! their!
interpretation!must!be!specific!to!the!developmental!stage!of!the!child![6D9].!!!
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and! effectiveness! of! MRI! in! children,! however,! paediatric! musculoskeletal! imaging!
remains! challenging! [10].! Many! MRDtechniques! used! for! adult! imaging! have! not! been!
validated!for!use!in!children!and!normal!references!for!the!ageDspecific!anatomy!on!MRI!
are!lacking.!Despite!this!the!use!of!MRI!in!children!is!expanding.!One!of!the!fields!where!






and! is! the!most! common!rheumatic!entity! in! childhood!with!a!prevalence!of!0.6D1.9! in!
1000!children.! JIA! is!not!one!single!disease!but! includes!a!subset!of!childhood!arthritis!
with! disease! course!more! than! 6!weeks.! The! exact! cause! and! pathogenesis! of! juvenile!
idiopathic! arthritis! are! not! fully! understood! but! seem! to! include! both! genetic! and!
environmental!components![12,!13].!Historically,! there!have!been!different!attempts! to!
classify! subsets! of! JIA.! ! The! International! League! of! Associations! for! Rheumatology,!
(ILAR)! provides! the!most! recent! classification! based! on! new! knowledge! and!with! the!
intention! to! minimise! and! harmonise! the! differences! in! definitions! and! terminology!
previously!used!in!Europe!and!America![14].!!
The!diagnosis!is!made!from!clinical!and!laboratory!presentation!the!first!6!months!of!the!
disease.! Table! 1! gives! a! brief! overview! over! the! different! JIADsubtypes! and! their!
characteristics! according! to! the! ILARDcriteria.!The!outcome! the!disease!varies!with! the!
clinical!subtype!of!JIA,!and!persistent!oligoarthritis!has!shown!to!have!the!best!prognosis!
[15,! 16].! A! recent! study! including! 440! patients! from! the! Nordic! countries! show! that!
48.7%! of! the! patients! had! persistent! arthritis!with!minimum! duration! if! 7! years! after!
disease!onset! [16],!however!much!of! the!existing!data!regarding! longDterm!outcome!of!





of! subDlining! layers! of! the! synovium! by! mononuclear! cells.! The! lining! layers! of! the!
synovium!then!become!hyperplastic!with!increased!vascularity.!The!pannus!is!comprised!
primarily! of! invasive! lining! cells! and! the! synovium! becomes! locally! invasive! at! the!
synovial! interface! with! cartilage! and! bone.! Subsequent! destruction! of! the! bone! and!
cartilage! occurs! as! a! result! of! antibody!deposition! and!degradative! enzymes! [13].! It! is!
thought! that! the! osseous! change! in! JIA! is! a! consequence! of! overlying! cartilage!








Oligo! 27-56%! Early 
childhood, 
peak 2-4y !
Four or fewer joints involved the first 6 months. 
Lower extremity more often affected, generally 
good prognosis, worse prognosis if more than 4 
joints affected after 6 months (extended oligo 
JIA). Risk of developing iridocyclitis.!
 
F>>>M!
Poly, RF negative! 11-28%! Early peak 2-
4y, late peak 
6-12y !
Four of more joints involved within the first 6 
months, absence of IgM RF. Heterogeneous 




Poly, RF positive!  2-7%! Late 
childhood- 
adolescence!
Four or more joints involved within the first 6 
months, IgM RF positive. Resembles adult RA. 
Involvement of small joints. Progressive and 





 3-11%! Late 
childhood- 
adolescence!
Characterised by enthesitis and arthritis. Often 
HLA-B27 positive. Commonly hip-involvement at 
presentation. Often a mild and remitting course 
but may progress with sacroiliac and spinal 





Psoriatic!  2-11%! Early peak 2-
4y, late peak 
9-11y !
Arthritis and psoriatic rash or psoriasis in close 
family. Controversial definition, resembles 
oligoarthritis but more often with dactylitis and 
involvement of both small and large joints.!
 
F>M!
Systemic!  4-17%! Throughout 
childhood!
Arthritis and quotidian fever plus one or more of 
the following symptoms: characteristic rash, 
hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, lymphadenopathy, 










There! have! been! major! advances! in! the! treatment! of! JIA! in! the! last! decade.! The!
development! of! new! therapeutic! agents! and! new,! individually! tailored,! treatment!
strategies!has!lead!to!significant!improvement!in!functional!outcome!in!children!with!JIA!
[13,!25D28].!The!paramount!goal!of!current!treatment!in!JIA!is!to!achieve!inactive!disease!
and! remission,! with! or! without! medication! [29D31].! ! In! order! to! evaluate! therapeutic!
response,!sensitive!tools!for!assessment!of!early!inflammation!and!bony!destruction!have!
become! crucial.! Of! the! diagnostic! tools! currently! available,! imaging! studies! are! best!
suited! for! these!purposes! [11].! !The!radiological! investigations! in! JIA!should! ideally!be!









give! low! radiation! exposure! to! the! child.! ! Radiographs! can! show!bone! erosions! and! it!



























CT! may! show! the! skeletal! structures! in! greater! detail! and! spiral! CT! imaging! with!
isotropic! resolution! with! 3D! reformatted! images,! may! be! useful! when! investigating!!
complex! joint!misalignment,! and! as! a! roadmap! for! surgeons! in! preoperative! planning!










with! rheumatoid! arthritis! [52,! 53].! ! Similar! findings! have! been! reported! in! a! study! by!









used! to! improve! the!visualisation!of! the!relevant! tissue.!Erosions!are!difficult! to!assess!
clinically!and!MRI!has!shown!promising!results!in!the!assessment!of!bone!erosions,!and!
is!thought!to!have!greater!sensitivity!than!radiography!in!early!detection!of!destructive!
disease! [47].! Magnetic! resonance! imaging! (MRI)! is! able! to! image! synovitis! and! bone!
oedema/inflammation,! as! well! as! damage! to! cartilage! and! bone.! MRI! is! therefore! a!
potentially! powerful! imaging! tool! to! assess! joint! inflammation! and! the! progression! of!
jointDdamage.! The! Outcome!Measures! in! Rheumatoid! Arthritis! (OMERACT)Dgroup! has,!
over! the! last! decade,! done! an! extensive! amount! of! work! on! creating! validated! and!
reproducible! scoring! system! for! these! features,! using! standard!MRDsequences,! in! adult!





been! adapted! for! use! in! children!with! JIA! [65].!However,! these! definitions! have! never!
been!validated!for!use! in!children,!hence!feasible!systems!for!assessment!of! the!MRI! in!
JIA! are! lacking! and! there! is! no! consensus! on! how! to! interpret! the! imaging! findings! in!
these!patients.!Another!disadvantage!with!the!use!of!MRI!in!children!is!the!need!for!deep!




Table! 2.! Standard!MRDsequences! and!definitions! of! pathology! as! defined!by!OMERACT!
[56]!
MRDsequences!
-Imaging in two planes* with T1 weighted images before and after intravenous gadolinium contrast  
 
-A T2 weighted fat saturated sequence or, if the latter is not available, a STIR (short tau inversion recovery) sequence 
 
*Can be acquired by obtaining a two dimensional sequence in two planes, or a three dimensional sequence with 
isometric voxels in one plane allowing reconstruction in other planes. Intravenous gadolinium injection is probably not 
essential if only destructive changes (bone erosions) are considered important 
!
Definitions!of!pathology!
-Synovitis: an area in the synovial compartment that shows above normal post-gadolinium enhancement** of a 
thickness greater than the width of the normal synovium 
 
-MRI bone erosion: a sharply marginated bone lesion, with correct juxta-articular localisation and typical signal 
characteristics, which is visible in two planes with a cortical break seen in at least one plane 
 
-MRI bone oedema: A lesion within the trabecular bone, with ill defined margins and signal characteristics consistent 








Fig.% 2% Example% of% a)% cortical% breech% (T1)% b)contrast% enhancement(T1)% and% c&d)% bone+
marrow%signal%suggestive%of%BMO%(T1%and%STIR).%
%




degeneration! in! adult! patients,! like! the! GadoliniumD! enhanced! MRI! of! cartilage!
(dGEMRIC),! 23Na! MRI! and! T1pDimaging! [67].! Diffusion! weighted! imaging! (DWI)! has!
been!used!to!assess!cartilage,!but!also! in!assessment!of! inflammation![68,!69].!Some!of!
these!methods!may!play!an!important!role!to!answer!specific!questions!regarding!joint!






















signal! on! T1w! sequences! and! contrasts! the! high! signal! from! the! fatty! marrow.! T1Dw!
images! are!used! for! the!depiction!of!bone!erosions,!while!post! contrast!T1! images! are!
used! for! the! assessment! of! inflammation! and! synovial! enhancement.! T1w! images! are!
acquired!using!short!repetitionD!and!echo!time!and!can!be!obtained!using!spin!echoD!or!




T2Dweighted!Spin!Echo! (T2wSE)! sequences! are! also! called! ‘waterDsensitive’! sequences.!
FatDsuppressed! T2w! images! are! sensitive! for! inflammatory! changes! like! bone!marrow!
oedema!and!presence!of!joint!fluid,!with!water!being!of!high!signal!and!fat!of!low!signal.!
T2wSE! imaging! is! obtained! using! long! repetitionD! and! echo! time,! showing! differential!
contrast!in!tissues!with!different!T2!relaxation!time.!There!are!principally!two!methods!
of! fatD! suppression.! The! short! tau! inversion! recovery! (STIR)! is! an! inversion! recovery!
pulse! sequence! with! specific! timing,! so! as! to! maximally! suppress! the! signal! returned!
from! fat.! It!produces!a! robust! fat! suppression,!despite! inDhomogeneity! in! the!magnetic!
field.! The! other! fatDsuppression! technique! is! a! spectral! preDsaturation! sequence! that!





Diffusion!weighted! imaging! (DWI)! is! not! yet! part! of! the! standard! imaging! protocol! in!




a!possible! future!role! in! the!detection!of!cartilage!degradation! [71].!Diffusion!weighted!
imaging! is! a! functional! MRDsequence! that! uses! Brownian! motion! to! create! tissueD
contrast.!Tissues!with!high!cellularity,!like!tumours!or!inflammatory!infiltrates,!will!often!
have! restricted! water! diffusion.! This! gives! a! high! signal! on! DWI.! Diffusion! weighted!




Radiographs! provide! an! overview! of! the! anatomy! of! the! wrist.! The! bone! trabeculae,!
cortex! and! the! alignment! of! the! joints! are! well! visualized! on! radiographs.! Modern!
radiographs! obtained! using! digital! techniques! with! direct! radiography! and! electronic!
display! and! interpretation,! have! largely! replaced! xDrayDfilms.! In! studies! with! patients!
with!RA,!digital!radiography!has!shown!equally!good!image!quality!compared!to!screenD













In!order! to!validate! a! scoring! system! for!disease!activity! and!destructive!bone! change,!
350! children! with! JIA! involving! the! wrist! and/or! hips! were! enrolled! in! a! large!




trials.! During! the! project,! we! noted! wide! variations! in! bone! shape,! signal! intensity!
returned! from! the!bone!marrow!and!amount!of! joint! fluid!as! shown!by! the!core! set!of!
MRIDsequences!suggested!by! the!OMERACTDgroup.!The! findings!appeared! in!part! to!be!
unrelated!to!disease!activity![75,!76].!!This!made!us!question!whether!the!definitions!of!
pathology!based!on!an!adult!population!could!be!extrapolated!for!use!in!children.!!
!Although! not! established! as! a! standard!MRDsequence! for! skeletal! imaging,! the!DWIBS!
sequence! is! a! novel! technique! with! potential! future! applications! within! paediatric!
skeletal!investigations.!In!clinical!practice!we!found!that!DWIBSDsequences!were!difficult!
to! interpret!when! applied! to! the! paediatric! population,! because! children!were! seen! to!
commonly! have! foci! of! restricted! diffusion! in! their! skeleton,! which!were! unrelated! to!
pathology,!sometimes!occurring!in!a!bilateral!and!!an!asymmetrical!pattern.!!







































announcements! on! clipDboards! and! via! eDmail! at! the! University! Hospital! of! North!
Norway,! Tromsø.! Exclusion! criteria! were! contraindications! for!MRI,! history! of! cancer,!
current!infection,!musculoDskeletal!disorders,!metabolic!disorders,!and!recent!trauma!to!
the!left!wrist.!Information!about!handedness!and!sportsDclub!membership!was!collected.!




! ! ! ! ! ! ! Female!! Male!!! ! Total!
!!Number! ! ! ! ! ! 44! ! 44! ! 88! !
!!Age,!years!(mean)!! ! ! ! ! 9.74! ! 9.71! ! 9.73!!
!!LeftDhanded!!!! ! ! ! ! 3! ! 6! ! 9!
!!SportsclubDmembership!!!!!! ! ! 30! ! 36! ! 66!
!Dballsports! ! ! ! ! 15! ! 25! ! 40! !
! !!Ddance/gymnastics!!!! ! ! 9! ! !2! ! 11!
! !!Dalpine/swimming/athletics! ! 6! ! !5! ! 11!





Best,! The! Netherlands),! Intera! model! release! 2.3! with! master! gradients! and! a! fourD
element!wrist!coil.!The!children!were!not!sedated.!A!coronal!T1!Fast!Spin!Echo!(FSE)!was!
performed! as! part! of! a! research! protocol.! We! found! that! at! 2DDsequence! with! high!




echoes! and! number! of! signal! averages! (NSA)! was! performed! with! 40! slices! in! three!
stacks.!The!slice!thickness!was!0.9!mm!and!acquired!voxel!size!was!0.69×0.72×0.9!mm,!
with!a!reconstructed!voxel!size!of!0.25×0.25×0.9!mm.!The!coronal!T2!FSE!scan,!TR!3165,!
TE! 70,! 10! echoes,! was! fat! suppressed! using! Spectral! Selection! Attenuated! Inversion!




The! radiographs! of! the! left! hand!were! performed! on! a! Triathlon! direct! digital! system,!
Decothron!AS,!Skedsmo,!Norway,!using!the!50kVp!and!2.0!mAs!standardized!setting!for!






DWIBSDstudy!and!underwent! a!DWDsequence!of! the! abdomen! in! addition! to! the!wristD
examination.!Eight!children!aged!0–5!years!were!recruited!from!patients!referred!for!an!
MR!scan!under!sedation,!mostly!brain!examination,!using!the!same!exclusion!criteria!as!










DW! screening.! One! potential! problem!with! DWDimages! is! the! T2! shine! through! effect,!
where! the!high! signal! is!due! to! a!T2Deffect! and!not! restricted!diffusion.! !The!Apparent!
Diffusion! coefficient! (ADC)! is! then! calculated! to! depict! the! true! restricted! diffusion.!








revised! criteria! [14],! with! active! arthritis! in! the! wrist! and/or! hip! referred! to! Great!
Ormond! Street! Hospital,! London,! United! Kingdom! (GOS),! Hopital! Necker! Enfants!
Malades,! Paris,! France! (NEM),! Ospedale! Gaslini,! Genoa,! Italy! (OPG)! and! Ospedale!
Bambino!Gesu,!Rome,!Italy!!between!October!2006!to!March!2010.!Patients!with!severe!
wrist! or! hip! deformity! or! damage,! such! as! subluxation! or! extensive! joint! destruction!
were! excluded.! 200! children! with! wrist! involvement! were! thus! enrolled.! 78! ageD
equivalent!subjects!from!GOS,!NEM!and!OPG,!with!clinical!signs!of!active!inflammation!of!
the! wrist,! were! selected! for! comparison! with! the! healthy! children,! 68! of! which! had!
synovial!enhancement!on!MRI!hence!included!in!the!study.!MRI!was!performed!only! in!








! Female! Male! Total!
Number! 52! 16! 68!
Age,!years!(mean)! 10.13! 11.44! 10.44!
Age!at!diagnosis! 6.82! 7.44! 6.97!
JIA!subgroup:! ! ! !
! Oligo! 8! 1! 9!
! Extended!oligo! 10! 1! 11!
! poly,!RF!neg! 27! 9! 36!
! poly,!RF!pos! 2! 0! 2!
! systemic! 3! 5! 8!








postDcontrast! (TR! 4.3,! TE! 2.02,! slice! thickness! 2mm,! gap! 0.4mm,! NEX! 1,!matrix! 256! x!
192)!as!well! as!a!10min!postDcontrast! (TR!550,!TE!22,! slice! thickness!3mm,!gap!0mm,!
NEX!2,!matrix!512!x!154).!!
!At!NEM!a!1.5T!GE!Signa!HDx!and!HDxt!scanner!(General!Electric!Healthcare,!Waukesha,!
Wisconsin,! USA)! was! used! and! phase! array! coils! were! applied! and! the! following!
sequences!were!obtained:!3D!fast!gradient!Echo!T1!(TR!7.4msec,!TE!4.2msec,!flip!angle!




decomposition! of! water! and! fat! with! echo! asymmetry! and! leastDsquares! estimation!
(IDEAL)! sequences! (TR! 8.6D13.2msec,! TE! 4.2D6msec,! flip! angle! 10! degrees,! acquisition!
voxel!size!0.5!x!0.43!x!0.48!mm)!immediate!postDcontrast!and!7!minutes!postDcontrast.!!
MRIDexaminations! at! OPG!were! performed! on! a! 1.5! Tesla!MR! system! (Achieva! Intera,!
Philips!Medical! Systems,! Best,! The! Netherlands),! using! a! flex!wrist! coil.! The! following!
sequences! were! obtained:! three! dimensional! (3D)! FSE! T1Dweighted! (TR600,! TE10,!
isotropic!voxel!size!0,8!mm,!matrix!scan!176!rec!352,!acquisition!time!about!5!min,!NSA!
2),! coronal! T2Dweighted! turbo! spin! echo! (TSE! T2)!with! fat! saturation! (TE70,! TR2715,!










viewing! screen.! The! wrists! from! the! TCw,! were! initially! assessed! by! two! paediatric!
radiologists! with! a! special! interest! in! musculoskeletal! radiology! (LS.Ording! Müller,!
K.Rosendahl).! The! presence! and! distribution! of! bone! marrow! change! and! bony!
depressions!were!noted!for!each!of!the!following!bones:!distal!radius!and!ulna,!all!carpal!




images.! A! bony! depression! was! defined! as! a! bony! indentation! other! than! the! normal!
vascular!channels!on!T1Dweighted!images,!seen!in!the!coronal!plane!and!confirmed!in!at!
least! one! of! the! reformatted! sagital! or! axial! planes.! The! presence! and! volume! of! joint!
! 27!
fluid! within! the! carpalD! and! carpometacarpal! joints! was! assessed! based! on! the! T2!
weighted! images,! and! scored! as! 0! (none),! mild! (max! thickness! <! 2mm)! or! moderate!





assessed! the! number! of! bony! depressions! in! both! groups! strictly! as! defined! by! the!
OMERACT_RAMRISD!criteria!for!erosive!change:!‘A!sharply!marginated!bone!lesion,!with!
correct! juxtaDarticular! localization! and! typical! signal! characteristics,!which! is! visible! in!
two!planes!with!a!cortical!break!seen!in!at!least!one!plane’![57].!In!a!second!session,!the!
wrist! MRI’s! from! the! TWC! and! the! HeCC! were! assessed! by! two! observers! (LS.Ording!
Müller! and! P.Boavida),! using! the! refined! scoring! system! for! bony! depressions.! In!
addition,!the!preD!and!post!contrast!T1!weighted!images!were!assessed!for!synovitis.!!
The! same! bones! as! studied! with! MRI! were! assessed! for! bony! depressions! on!
radiographs,!defined!as!a! focal!bony!concavity!or!a!wellDdefined! lytic! lesion!within! the!


















visual! evaluation! of! restricted! diffusion,! defined! as! high! signal! compared! to! the!
background,!was!performed![72].!The!presence!and!distribution!of!high!signal!was!noted.!
To! assess! the! extension! of! high! signal,! each! bone! was! given! a! score! of! 0! to! 4,! with!
quarterly! intervals! of! volume! involvement.! Presence! (yes/no)! and! localisation! of!
asymmetry! was! noted.! High! signal! within! the! vertebral! bodies! were! characterised! as!






OneDway!betweenDgroup!analyses!of! variance! (ANOVA)!were! conducted! to! explore! the!
impact!of!age!on!the!number!of!bony!depressions.!!Post!hoc!tests!were!used!to!determine!
where! the!differences!among! the!age!groups!occurred.! χ2!Tests!were!used! to!examine!
possible! associations! between! age! and! the! proportion! of! children! with! bone! marrow!
changes! (dichotomised)! and! visible! joint! fluid! with! linear! by! linear! associations! with!
exact! tests! as! appropriate! and! to! examine! possible! associations! between!MRIDfindings!






Paper!4:! Independent! tDtests!were!used! to!explore!differences! in!Poznanski!scores!and!
number!of!bony!depressions!between!TCw!and!HeCC.!Paired!tDtest!was!used!to!examine!
differences! in! the! number! of! carpal! depressions! as! assessed! by! the! initial! and! by! the!
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Four!examinations!were! limited!by!artefacts,! leaving!84! (43!males)! for!analyses.! !Nine!
children!(6!males)!were!leftDhanded,!76%!of!the!children!were!sportsDclub!members.!No!
differences!in!the!results!were!seen!according!to!gender!and!these!results!were!pooled!
for!analyses.!Bony!depressions! in! the! carpal!bones!were! seen! in!all! age!groups,!with!a!
significant!increase!in!number!with!advancing!age!(p<0.001).!All!children!had!joint!fluid!
in! at! least! one! of! the! carpalD! or! carpometacarpal! joints! and! approximately! half! of! the!
children!had!more! than!2mm!fluid! in!at! least!one! joint.! In! the!second!carpometacarpal!
joint!moderate!volume!of!joint!fluid!was!seen!in!seven!boys!versus!two!girls!(p=0.040).!




change!suggestive!of!BMO!was!seen!more! frequently! in! the!examinations!performed! in!


























EightyDeight! children! (the! same!cohort! as! in!paper! I)!were! included! in! the! study.! !One!
child! did! not! have! a! radiograph! taken,! and! 4! of! the!MRDexaminations!were! limited! by!
artefacts,! leaving!87!radiographs! for!analyses,!and!84! for!comparison!with! the!MRIs.!A!





In! the! proximal! metacarpals,! 65! depressions! in! 55! children! were! seen! on! the!
radiographs,! with! no! difference! across! the! age! groups! and! no! association! with! sex,!
handedness! or! sportsclub! membership.! On! MRI,! 81! depressions! in! 53! children! were!
seen.! Sports! club!members! had! significantly!more! depressions! than! nonDmembers! (p=!
0.013,!Pearson!chi!square!test)!but!no!associations!were!seen!according!handedness!or!
sex! and! there! were! no! differences! across! age! groups.! 53! of! the! depressions! in! the!
proximal!metacarpals!were! seen!on!both!modalities,! 22!were! seen!on!MR!alone!and!6!
were!seen!only!on!radiographs.!!!No!depressions!were!seen!at!the!articular!surface!of!the!
metacarpals,! except! for! the! very! dorsal! aspect! of! the! second! metacarpal! where! an!
indentation!was!seen!in!52.3%!of!the!children.!






‘High% signal% in% bone% marrow% at% diffusion+weighted% imaging% with% body% background%
suppression%(DWIBS)%in%healthy%children’%
This! study!was! performed! to! describe! the! signal! distribution! at! DWIBS! in! the! normal!
developing!lumbar!spine!and!pelvic!skeleton.!FortyDtwo!healthy!children!age!2!months!to!






were! seen! in! the! lumbar! spine.! Children! younger! than! 5! years! of! age! had! high! signal!
centrally!within!the!vertebral!body.!Children!older!than!10!years!had!high!signal! in!the!
periphery!of! the!vertebral!body!and!children!between!5D10!years!had!a!mixed!pattern.!
All! growth! plates! of! the! pelvic! skeleton! demonstrated! high! signal! and! none! of! the!
subjects! had! high! signal! in! the! proximal! femoral! epiphyses.! Twenty! ! (48%)! of! the!











This! study! was! performed! to! compare! the! findings! of! bony! depressions! on! MRI! in!
healthy! children! and! children! with! JIA! in! order! to! find! true! markers! for! disease.! 78!








group! IV:p=0.836).!Exclusion!of! the! children!with!disease!duration! less! than!6!months!
did! not! change! the! significance.! In! the! older! children! with! JIA! significantly! more!
depressions! were! seen! in! the! metacarpals,! compared! to! the! healthy! children! (Group!
III:p=0.036,!Group!IV:!p=0.011).!In!ageDgroups!I!and!II!the!difference!was!not!significant!
(GroupI:p=0.404,! GroupII:p=0.612).! Even! with! no! detectable! difference! in! bony!
depressions!of!the!carpal!bones!(as!shown!by!MRI!between!the!two!cohorts),!the!length!










All! papers! were! cohort! studies.! A! cohort! study! is! one! type! of! observational! study.! ! A!
cohort!is!a!group!of!people!with!some!common!characteristics,! invited!to!participate!in!











no!medical! history!of!musculoskeletal! disease,! cancer,! infection,! current!medication!or!




children! had! clinical! signs! of! wrist! involvement.! Standardised! images! were! obtained!
according!to!a!research!protocol!regardless!of!clinical!indication!for!imaging.!!!















(UNN)! and! on! clipDboards! at! UNN! and! at! the! primary! schools! in! Tromsø.! Healthy!
volunteers!tend!to!have!a!higher!socioeconomic!status!than!the!average!population,!and!
many! of! the! subjects! were! children! of! health! workers,! mainly! doctors,! nurses! and!
radiographers,! and! from! scientists! at! the! University! of! Tromsø.! Due! to! this! possible!
selection! bias! the! TC! may! not! entirely! reflect! the! normal! population.! There! is! an!
association! between! overweight! and! degree! of! physical! activity! and! parental! socioD
economic!status!in!children![79].!!We!did!not!find!any!associations!between!our!findings!
and! level! of! activity! in! terms!of! sportsDclub!membership,! therefore! selection!bias!with!







13%! of! the! male! and! 7%! of! the! female! subjects! were! leftDhanded.! In! the! average!
population! approximately! 10%! are! leftDhanded!with! 5! leftDhanded!men! per! 4!women.!!
Taking! the! relatively! small! sample! size! into! consideration! the! handedness! roughly!








The! MRIs! of! the! HeCC! were! performed! as! part! of! a! research! protocol! chosen! by! the!
initiators!of!the!HeCDstudy.!They!include!the!core!set!of!sequences!recommended!by!the!
OMERACTDgroup!for!imaging!in!RA![56].!The!protocol!for!the!TC!was!chosen!to!mimic!the!
spin! echo! T1Dimages! and! the! fat! saturated! T2Dimages! in! the! HeCDstudy,! with! some!
adjustments!to!facilitate!research!in!healthy!children.!!
Standardisation! of! multicentre! MRDprotocols! is! a! challenge.! The! resultant! MRI! will!
always! vary!with! the! different!machines! and! coils! used! for! obtaining! the! image,! even!
when! using! standardised! protocols.! The! T1Dimages! used! for! comparison! with! the! TC!
were! 3DD! acquisitions,! to! enable! reformatted! images.! For! the! TC!we! chose! 2DDimages!
with!high!resolution!in!the!coronal!plane.!This!is!a!faster!technique!and!gave!less!motionD
artefacts,! which! was! important! with! nonDsedated! children.! The! images! did! not! have!
entirely! isotropic! voxels,! hence! measurements! could! not! have! been! performed! in!
reformatted! planes,! but! the! images! were! sufficient! for! reformation! to! confirm! the!
findings!in!the!coronal!plane.!!!




(the! phaseDencoded! direction)! in! the! resultant! MRI,! and! should! be! easily! recognised.!
However,!when!the!artefact!was!small! it! could!have!been!difficult! to!differentiate! from!
the!overlying!cortex![10]!and!potentially!making!the!determination!of!a!‘cortical!breech’!
less!accurate.!!
Different! techniques!of! fatDsaturation!were!used! in!the!different!hospitals! to!obtain!the!
best,!most!homogenous! fatDsuppression.!The!resultant!MRI! is!a!product!of!signals!with!
different! intensities! encoded! to! create! an! image.! The! highest! signal! received! from! a!
tissue!will!be!coded!as!bright,!and!the!other!signal!will!be!scaled!related!to!this!signal!to!








external! nor! internal! reference! and! all! bright! signal! was! interpreted! as! restricted!
diffusion,!regardless!of!the!degree!of!restriction.!By!choosing!a!high!bDvalue!of!1000,!with!
three!different!diffusion!gradient!directions!and!sufficient!background!suppression,!we!
saw! that! only! areas! of! restricted! diffusion! returned! high! signal,! and! that! T2Dshine!
through!effect!was!never!a!problem,!because!we!did!not!observe!any!signal! from!areas!
with! known! fluid! (like! the! gall! bladder,! renal! collecting! system! or! the! bladder).! ! The!






All! images!were! read! by! two! radiologists.! In! paper! I,II! and! IV! the! image! reading!was!
performed!in!consensus!and!in!paper!III!by!two!radiologists!independently.!!
Consensus! reading! is! a! common!method! for! image! reading!within! radiology! research.!
Consensus! has! an! overall! positive! connotation,! as! it! implies! a! common! effort! targeted!
towards!agreement.!Ideally,!consensus!is!based!upon!active!collaboration,!rather!than!on!
passive! compromising.! However,! consensus! reading! has! been! criticised! because! the!
observers! will! always! retain! a! source! of! variability,! hence! both! systematic! and! nonD
systematic! errors! may! be! obscured.! Consensus! interpretation! does! not! reflect! clinical!
practice!but!it!is!typically!used!in!research,!based!on!the!assumption!that!a!decision!made!
in!consensus!is!more!accurate!than!an!individual!decision.!!In!our!setting!where!there!is!
no!established! scoring! system!on!MRI! for!disease! in! children!with! JIA,! and!no!existing!
reference! atlas! of! what! to! call! normal! standards,! we! needed! to! make! a! common!
agreement! on! what! to! call! a! bony! depression! in! the! healthy! children,! based! on! the!
OMERACTDcriteria,! in! order! to! make! a! reference! standard! for! image! reading.! In! this!
setting! a! consensus! reading!may!be! justified! and!even! the!most! applicable!method! for!
image! interpretation! [82].! ! In! paper! III! we! did! an! estimation! of! the! amount! and!
distribution!of!restricted!diffusion.!We!did!not!intend!to!calculate!the!absolute!amount!of!
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restricted!diffusion!at!a!given!age,!but! rather!describe!a! trend! in!order! to!evaluate! the!
usefulness!of!this!technique!as!a!screening!method.!The!scoring!system!using!quarterly!
intervals! and! presence/absence! of! asymmetry! i.e.! ’yes/no’! gave! good! inter! observer!
agreement.!!!













In! these! papers! we! wanted! to! assess! the! variance! in! bony! depressions! between! ageD
groups.! The! variables! were! continuous.! When! comparing! means! in! more! than! two!
groups,! analyses! of! variance! (ANOVA)! is! a! preferred! method,! because! using! multiple!
twoDsample! tDtests! would! increase! the! chance! of! a! type! I! –error.! We! used! a! oneDway!
analysis!of!variance!because!we!only!wanted!to! look!at!one!independent!variable!(age)!
on!the!dependent!variable!(bony!depression).!ANOVA!only!tells!us! the!overall!variance!
and! therefore! we! performed! post! hoc! analyses! to! assess! the! difference! between! the!
different!age!groups.!
Chi!square!statistics!is!used!to!investigate!whether!distributions!of!categorical!variables!
differ! from! one! another! within! different! groups! when! assessing! associations.! We!






Simple! Cohen’s! Kappa! interobserver! agreement! coefficients! of! signal! distribution! and!
asymmetry!were!calculated!to!assess!reliability!of!the!scoring!method.!!One!could!discuss!
whether!a!weighted!kappa!would!be!more!appropriate!in!this!case,!because!the!aim!was!
not! to! use! this! scoring! system! in! a! clinical! setting,! and!we! did! not! aim! at! finding! the!
absolute! relationship! between! age! and! signal.! We! only! wanted! to! use! the! method! to!
describe!the!tendency!of!change!in!signal!with!age,!and!one!could!argue!that!a!weighted!
Kappa! would! be! more! appropriate.! I! would! then! have! chosen! a! linear! weighting.!!
However,! even! the! nonDweighted! kappa! values!were! good.! The! relation! between! total!
scores!and!age!was!explored!in!a!scatter!plot.!The!distribution!of!scores!in!the!different!
age! groups! was! shown! in! a! bar! chart.! There! was! a! tendency! towards! a! reduction! of!
relative! area! of! high! signal! within! each! bone! with! age,! but! also! a! widespread! interD






In! this!paper!we!wanted! to!compare! the!mean!number!of!bony!depressions! in!healthy!
children!and!children!with!Juvenile!idiopathic!arthritis.!!An!independent!tDtest!was!used!
for! this! purpose,! and! standard! deviations! were! given! to! show! the! variability! in! both!
groups.!Independent!tDtests!are!used!to!compare!means!on!a!continuous!variable,!when!
the!variable! is!normally!distributed! (checked!by!a!qDqDplot),! there!was!homogeneity!of!
variance!(Assessed!by!Leven’s!test)!and!the!two!groups!were!independent!of!each!other.!











The!Norwegian! law! that! regulates!medical! research! ‘Helseforskningsloven’! §! 18! states!




the! radiation! dose! to! each! research! subject! only! equalled! approximately! 5! days! of!
background! radiation! and! statistically! there! is! no! increased! risk! of! medical! adverse!
effects! from!this!exposure.! !MRDinvestigations!do!not! include! ionising!radiation!but! the!
images!are!obtained!in!a!strong!magnetic!field!(1.5T).!Some!claim!that!we!do!not!know!
the!full!truth!about!potential!effects!on!human!tissue!from!the!magnet!and!in!a!small!pilot!
study! evidence! of! genomic! changes! in! human! tissue! after! exposure! to! the! strong!
magnetic! field! was! found! [84].! Still,! no! research! has! been! able! to! find! any! longDterm!
adverse!effects!in!humans!or!foetuses!after!the!first!trimester!in!utero.!One!other!strong!
principle! in! medical! research! is! that! all! participation! must! be! voluntarily! recruited!
(‘Helsepersonelloven! §18b)! and! that! informed! consent!must! be! obtained.! Formally,! in!
children!under!16!years,!the!parents!give!the!consent!for!their!child!to!participate.!Still!
the! child! must! be! adequately! informed! and! not! be! forced! nor! feel! any! pressure! to!
participate.!We!made! information! sheets! with! information! adjusted! to! the! child’s! age!
(see!appendix)!and!gave!all!subjects!the!opportunity!to!look!at!the!MRDmagnet!before!the!
examination.!It!may!be!challenging!to!determine!whether!a!child!is!adequately!informed!
and! the! researchers! are! responsible! to! make! sure! the! child! does! not! feel! obliged! to!
undergo!an!investigation,!in!order!to!satisfy!their!parents,!carer!or!the!health!worker.!To!
avoid! this! one! of! the! responsible! researchers! was! present! during! all! examinations! to!
ensure!that!no!pressure!was!put!on!the!child.!A!parent!or!carer!was!also!present!during!




(LS! Ording!Müller,! D! Avenarius)! assessed! all! the! images! immediately! after! they! were!
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performed.! The! parents! should! ideally! be! made! aware! of! the! possibility! of! incidental!
findings!before!consenting!to!participate.!They!were!also!made!aware!of!the!limitations!
to! the! study! to!make!sure!nobody! took!participation! in! the! study!as!an!opportunity! to!
investigate! a! possible!medical! issue,! like! the! family!with! a!mother! diagnosed!with!RA.!
One!of!our!subjects!had!marked!BMO! in! the!distal! radius! in!a!pattern! that!would!have!
been! interpreted! as! a! fracture! in! a! child!with! symptoms.! He! admitted! to! have! had! an!
extension! trauma! to! his!wrist!when! playing! football! but! had! very! few! symptoms.! The!
problem!was!that!no!normal!standards!were!yet!established!and!we!found!it!difficult!to!
determine!whether!this!was!pathological,!and!needed!treatment!or!not.!We!referred!the!
child! to! the!orthopaedic! surgeon!who!applied!plaster! cast! just! to! ‘make! sure’! knowing!
that! this! treatment! is! nearly! harmless! to! the! child.! No! other! incidental! findings! were!
picked! up.! The! law! for! medical! research! ‘Helseforskningsloven! §18c’! states! that! the!
research!should!be!beneficial!for!the!research!‘object’!itself!or!for!other!individuals!with!
similar! ageDspecific! illness! or! disease.! ! Investigations! done! on! the! TC!were! performed!

































defined!as! ‘erosions’,!were!seen!as!a!normal! finding!on!MRI! in!healthy!children.!This! is!
supported! by! a! Finnish! study!where! bony! depressions! resembling! erosions! also!were!




although!much! less! frequently! than! seen! on!MRI.! These! findings! contrast! the! study! in!
adults,! where! bony! depressions! were! rarely! seen! on! radiographs! of! the! carpal! bones!
[87].!!This!indicates!that!the!surface!of!the!growing!carpal!bones!is!more!irregular!than!in!
adults.!!MRI!showed!bony!depressions!of!the!carpal!bones!ten!times!more!frequently!and!
with! better! resolution! than! radiographs.! ! Previous! studies! support! cross! sectional!
imaging! as! superior! to! radiographs! in! sensitivity! to! erosions,! hence! normal! surface!
irregularities!are!also!more!easily!depicted!on!MRI![47,!88].!!Heavy!mineralised!cortical!
bone!is!easily!depicted!on!radiographs,!creating!a!smooth!bony!surface!of!the!bone!in!the!
twoDdimensional! image.! On! MRI! cortical! bone! returns! very! low! signal! due! to! lack! of!
water!molecules!available!to!precess![10,!80].!This!make!normal!surface!irregularities!at!




anatomy! that! previously! not! have! been! encountered! for! in! image! interpretation.! The!
interDmetacarpal!ligaments,!seen!in!profile!on!the!MRI,!were!frequently!also!seen!on!the!
radiographs! and! are! therefore! well! known! as! normal! variants.! However,! the! grooves!
seen!at!the!ligament!insertions!were!in!part!large!and!irregular!on!MRI,!which!can!make!
the!differentiation!between!a!normal!variant!and!a!true!erosion!difficult.! In!50%!of!the!














the! explanation! for! the! signal! changes! seen! in! the! TC! because! epiphyseal! marrow!
conversion! occurs! within! 6! months! of! the! radiological! appearance! of! the! ossification!
centre!and,!as!such,!should!be!complete!within!the!capitate!and!the!hamate!(two!of!the!




stress! injuries! may! cause! BMO! on! MRI.! These! signal! changes! are! most! likely! due! to!
haemorrhage!and!hyperaemia!from!micro!fractures![92].! !One!could!speculate!whether!
the! BMO! in! healthy! children! is! caused! by! normal! physiological! reactions,! like!
hyperaemia,!to!shear!stress!forces!applied!to!the!elastic,!growing!knuckle!during!normal!
daily!activity.!The!problem! is! that! the!BMODsignal! caused!by!physiological!processes! is!
indistinguishable! from!BMODsignal!caused!by! inflammation!on!standard! fat!suppressed!
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the! pisoDtriquetral! recess! in! half! of! the! children,! a! finding! that! previously! has! been!












the! cohort! of! healthy! children.! Diffusion! weighted! imaging! is! increasingly! used! in!
oncology!imaging,!both!for!tumour!characterization,!but!also!in!screening!and!followDup!
of! skeletal!metastases! [77,! 95].! DWI! has! also! shown! promising! results! in! detection! of!
early!inflammation![96].!!Clinical!assessment!of!children!may!be!challenging,!particularly!
in! diseases! where! the! pathology! may! be! multifocal! like! in! JIA.! We! are! continuously!
seeking! safe,! efficient! and! sensitive! methods! that! could! facilitate! the! diagnosis! of!














A! subset! of! 78! ageDequivalent! patients! with! wristDinvolvement! from! the! HeCC! was!




between! the! TCw! and! the! HeCC! at! any! age! group.! The! significant! difference! in! the!
Poznanski! score! shows! us! that! there! is! a! difference! between! the! groups,! but! that!
traditional! scoring! systems! are! unable! to! accurately! detect! the! differences.! Some! sites!
were!commonly!involved!in!both!groups!and!they!are!thought!to!represent!the!insertion!
of!ligaments!or!crossing!vessels.!Knowledge!of!the!normal!anatomy!of!the!carpal!bones!is!
crucial! when! interpreting! the! rheumatic! wrist! and! pitfalls! in! scoring! of! MRI! have!
previously!been!published!for!the!wrist!in!adults![97,!98].!In!the!children!with!JIA,!true!




differences!between! the! groups.!However,!we! saw! that! the!depressions! vary! in! size! in!
both! healthy! children! and! children!with! JIA! and! to! determine! the! ‘cut! off’! for!when! a!
depression!becomes!an!erosion!may!still!be!difficult.!It!is!also!shown!that!measuring!the!
size!of!the!erosions!may!be!difficult,!especially!in!small!bones!and!that!the!accuracy!of!the!
measuring! tools! will! vary! with! different! protocols! used,! and! will! particularly! be!
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influenced!by!the!degree!of!chemical!shift!artefacts!within!the!image![100].!!Even!though!
certain! areas!were! commonly! involved! in! both!healthy! children! and! children!with! JIA,!
some! of! which! have! previously! been! described! as! normal! variants! in! adults,! bony!
depressions!were! also! commonly! seen! in! other,!more! random,! locations! in! the! carpal!
bones!in!both!cohorts.!This!indicates!that!the!surface!of!the!growing!carpal!bones!is!more!





4! is! 75D100%!volume! loss)! [65].! An! extensive!work! on! validating! a! semiD! quantitative!
scoring! system! using! both! 0D4! scale! and! 0D10! scale! shows! that! the! results! for! interD
observer!variability!and!aggregate!scores!in!particular,!are!moderate!to!poor!and!it’s!use!
as!a!sensitive!tool!for!assessing!progressive!disease!in!JIA!is!questionable![75].!!!




in! the! younger! age! groups! [101].! The! relatively! smaller!wrist! in! the! children!with! JIA!
could! be! due! to! cartilage! destruction,! bony! destruction! or! growth! disturbances! [102D
104].!When! looking! at! some!of! the!MRIs! of! the! JIA!patients!we! felt! that! the!wrist!was!
generally! small! with! edgy! carpal! bones! and! possible! loss! of! cartilage.! However,! when!
studying! the! surface! irregularities!of! each!single! carpal!bone!and!metacarpal!bases!we!
were!still!often!unable! to! label!any!of! the!bony!depression!as!erosions!and!not!normal!
surface!irregularities.!
There!were! some!differences! in! the!distribution!of! bony!depressions!between! the! two!
cohorts,! where! bony! depressions! in! some! areas!were! exclusively! seen! in! the! children!
with!JIA.!This!was!particularly!the!case!for!the!joint!surfaces!of!the!CMCDjoints.!In!6!carpal!
bones! from! 5! of! the! JIAD! patients,! surface! irregularities! were! seen! around! the! whole!
circumference!of!a!bone.!These!features!were!never!seen!in!the!healthy!children!and!are!
more!likely!to!represent!true!pathology.!!The!maximum!number!of!bony!depression!was!
higher! in! the! children! from! the! HeCC.! Four! children! with! JIA! exceeded! the!maximum!
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number!of!bony!depressions!seen!in!the!TCw.!This!indicates!that!more!extreme!features!
of! bony! destruction! may! be! seen! in! children! but! the! early! signs! of! erosions! may! be!
difficult!to!differentiate!from!normal!findings.!
Bony! depressions! were! seen! more! frequently! in! the! metacarpal! bases! in! the! older!
children!with!JIA!compared!to!their!ageDequivalent!healthy!subjects.!This!could!in!part!be!











rational! approaches! to! diagnostic! medical! imaging.! Interpretations! of! the! results! and!
observations! at! imaging! vary.! The! design! and! steps! of! a! diagnostic! study!method! also!
vary! according! to! the! equipment,! experience! of! the! radiologist,! and! question! to! be!
addressed.!The!great!diversity!of!disease!entities!to!be!addressed!also!adds!opportunity!
for! controversy.! Radiologists! interpret! visual! information,! which! is! categorized! by!
pattern! and! which! is! matched! with! information! and! concepts! that! reside! as! schemas!
within!the!longDterm!memory.!‘!!
This! highlights! some! of! the! challenges! we! face! when! creating! scientific! evidence! in!
radiology.! One! problem! is! to! create! a! scoring! system! that! can! easily! be! adapted! by!
different! radiologists! and! applied! to! all! images! of! the! same! category! regardless! of!
different!equipment!and!imaging!protocols!being!used.!This!is!one!of!the!‘inherent!errors’!
of! radiology! research! because!we!most! often! have! to! translate! visual! information! into!
numbers.!Even!detailed!definitions,!like!the!OMERACTDcriteria!for!pathology,!give!room!
for!interpretation!and!there!is!no!guarantee!that!two!different!radiologists!interpret!the!




interpretations! of! the! imaging! findings.! The! definitions! of! pathology! used! in! radiology!
research!must!reflect!the!actual!pathological!process!we!intend!to!depict.!Radiology!is!a!
rapidly!expanding!medical!science.!The!interpretation!of!new!imaging!techniques!is!often!
based! on! our! previous! experience! and! knowledge! from! other! imaging! modalities,! or!
similar! techniques! used! on! different! bodyDparts! or! age! groups.! This! is! particularly! the!
case! for! paediatric! radiology! where! imaging! techniques! initially! are! tested! on! adult!
patients,! before! they! are! applied! to! the! paediatric! population.! Definitions! from! ‘adult!

























to! find!methods! to! differentiate! normal! variants! from! true! pathology.! ! Comparison! of!
BMO!and!joint!fluid!distribution!between!healthy!children!and!children!with!JIA,!may!be!





on! 3TeslaDMRI! [109].! These! methods! may! allow! us! to! better! understand! the!
pathophysiology!of!BMO!and!may!be!useful!in!differentiating!the!BMODlike!signal!seen!in!
healthy! individuals! from! the! BMO! caused! by! inflammation.! Contrast! enhancement!
pattern!of!the!BMO!could!possibly!be!different!in!healthy!subjects!and!subjects!with!JIA.!




An! atlas! of! normal! variants! on! MRI! with! normal! ranges! of! carpal! bone! size! and! ageD
specific! ratios! of! bone! and! cartilage! may! be! helpful! in! differentiating! normal! surface!
irregularities!of!the!carpal!bones!from!erosions.!The!development!of!new!hardware!and!
software!has!broadened!the!clinical!applications!of!3!Tesla!MRI.!!!In!the!evaluation!of!the!
wrist,! 3! Tesla! MRDsystems! offer! more! advanced! capabilities! and! higher! diagnostic!
accuracy! than! lowerDfieldDstrength! systems! [111,! 112].! ! Hopefully! a! more! detailed!




early! signs! of! destructive! disease,! particularly! in! children! where! the! proportion! of!
cartilage! compared! to! bone! is! bigger! than! in! adults.! ! Several! new! MRIDtechniques!
sensitive! for! changes! in! cartilage! have! emerged! over! the! last! years.! Assessment! of!
cartilage!on!MRI!is!an!area!of!active!investigation!and!may!in!the!future!give!new!insight!
into!new,!more!accurate!methods!for!detection!of!early!destructive!change!on!MRI![67].!
Different! patterns! of! contrast! enhancement! could! potentially! have! enabled! us! to!
distinguish! between! normal! variants! and! true! erosions.! A! study! in! patients! with! RA!
suggest! that! true! erosions! are!more! likely! to! show! contrast! enhancement! on! post! GdD
scans![113].!Until!we!develop!validated!methods!for!early!detection!of!bony!destruction!
on! MRI,! a! baseline! study! with! subsequent! followDup! imaging! could! be! advised! to!
potentially!increase!the!diagnostic!accuracy!of!bony!destruction!on!MRI.!To!date,!the!best!
validated!method!for!assessment!of!bony!involvement!of!JIA!remains!plain!radiography.!
The! DWIBSDsequence! was! developed! as! a! nonDspecific! screening! method! for! skeletal!
pathology,! particularly! for! use! in! oncology! [72].! The! method! does! not! allow!
quantification!of!the!restricted!diffusion.!More!specific!diffusion!weighted!methods,!using!
quantitative!measures! of! diffusion,! like!ADCDvalues,!may! distinguish! between! different!
causes!of!restricted!diffusion!in!the!skeleton![114].! If!diffusion!weighted!imaging!ought!














well! defined! and! we! experienced! little! disagreement! during! the! scoring! sessions.!
Different!protocols!used! in! the!different!centres!could!be!a! source!of!error.!Meticulous!
work!was!performed!to!minimise!the!differences,!but!when!using!different!MRDmachines!
and!coils!there!will!always!be!small!differences!in!the!resultant!MRI!images!and!data.!The!
OMERACTDcriteria! are! created! as! general! scoring! criteria! for! multicenter! use,! hence!
problems!with!different!protocols!was!most!likely!taken!into!consideration!when!making!
the! scoring! criteria.!During! the!work!with! the! thesis!we! refined!our! scoring! system! to!
perfectly!match!the!OMERACTDcriteria!and!to!minimise!the!problems!inherent!within!the!!
different! protocols.! We! found! no! significant! difference! in! the! mean! number! of!
depressions! at! any! age! when! comparing! the! scores! from! the! first! session! with! the!
second.!The!HeCC!was!not!balanced!with!regards!to!sex!and!age.!We!however!found!no!
association!with!our!findings!when!sex!and!!data!were!pooled!for!analyses.!Comparison!
of! TCw! and! HeCC! was! done! age! group! by! age! group! in! order! to! minimise! the! age!
difference!in!the!two!cohorts.!!The!major!limitation!was!the!inability!to!blind!the!readers!
for! the! healthy/JIADstatus! of! the! subjects.! This! would! probably! have! been! a! bigger!
problem!if!we!had!found!major!differences!in!the!absolute!numbers!of!bony!depressions!











DThe! number! of! bony! depressions! seen! on! MRI! increase! with! advancing! age.! No!
association!with!age!was!seen!for!the!depressions!detected!on!radiographs.!
DBone! marrow! oedema! is! a! common! finding! within! the! carpal! bones,! proximal!





DRestricted! diffusion! in! the! lumbar! spine! and! pelvic! skeleton! is! normal! in! healthy!
children,!even!in!an!asymmetrical!pattern,!












In! summary,! this! work! shows! that! definitions! of! pathology! on! MRI! based! on! and!
extrapolated!from!findings!from!the!adult!population!cannot!automatically!be!used!when!
interpreting! images! in! children.! Traditional! MRDsequences! are! inaccurate! in!
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